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CSR Policy

Given our currently promoted medium-term consolidated business 

plan Project 2020+ , the Showa Denko Group aims to “contribute 

toward creating a society where affluence and sustainability are 

harmonized” while conducting business in such a way that our 

products and technologies contribute to solving social issues 

including the topics of global environment, energy, and resources. 

During Project 2020+, we will focus on the issues of “responsible 

care,” “risk management and environment-conscious business 

management,” “corporate ethics and compliance,” and “dialogue with 

stakeholders,” as well as the materiality issues selected.

At the Showa Denko Group, CSR is regarded as the responsibility of 

each and every employee. All employees are thus expected to behave 

with integrity and in conformity with “Our Vision” and “Our Code of 

Conduct” and to contribute to society through business activities.

With its products, technologies and services, the Group will 

contribute to creating a society where affluence and sustainability are 

harmonized. 

CSR Policy

In the new medium-term business plan launched in 2016, the 

Showa Denko Group, for the first three years until 2018, will in its 

CSR activities focus on realizing safe and stable operations as well as 

sustainable development; ensuring strict compliance with legislation 

and observing social and corporate ethical norms; and promoting 

dialogue with stakeholders.

Realize safe and stable operations as well as sustainable 
development

As a corporate group producing and distributing chemicals, we give 

priority to safety above all else and, by continuing to promote Active 

Safety* activities, will make our utmost effort to prevent industrial 

accidents, equipment-related incidents, and environmental troubles 

from occurring. Moreover, we consider our Responsible Care program, 

in which we pay close attention to safety, health and environment 

at all stages of life cycle of chemical substances, to be one of our 

core CSR activities. Under our Responsible Care action plan, we will 

implement and further improve activities specified for each category 

of “Safety and disaster prevention,” “Occupational safety and health,” 

“Chemical substance safety,” and “Environmental safety.” In addition to 

these activities, we will also work hard to offer products, technologies 

and services that will help solve social issues as part of our efforts to 

achieve sustainable development.

Ensure strict compliance with legislation and observe social and 
corporate ethical norms

Observing social and corporate ethical norms is one of the most 

important priorities for the Showa Denko Group and constitutes the 

basis of its management. We will ensure that all of our employees 

behave with integrity based on “Our Code of Conduct and Its Practical 

Guide,” which was established to give employees guidelines on what 

to keep in mind and how to behave in order to realize “Our Vision.”

Message from CSR Officer

Promote dialogue with stakeholders

Dialogue with stakeholders is important for us to accurately 

understand their interest in our environmental, social and governance 

(ESG) practices and their expectations toward and concerns about 

the Group. It is also important in terms of enabling us to reflect the 

related findings in our corporate activities. In addition to official 

meetings with stakeholders organized under various circumstances, 

we will work to create more opportunities to communicate with 

stakeholders through our group-wide aluminum can recycling 

activities, participation in local events, and on other occasions where 

we contribute to local communities. 

Through CSR activities conducted by our Group employees with a 

high level of CSR awareness, we will fulfill our social responsibilities, 

realize as many of the hopes and dreams of society and people as 

possible, and contribute to creating a society where affluence and 

sustainability are harmonized.

Corporate Officer

Taichi Nagai

medium-term consolidated business plan

CSR policies for 2016 to 2018
All employees are thus expected to behave with integrity and in 

conformity with “Our Vision” and “Our Code of Conduct” and to contribute 
to society through business activities.

(1) Realize safe and stable
operations as well as sustainable 
development.
- Consolidate the business
foundation in a way that is
compatible with low-carbon 
society. 
- Contribute to CO2 emission
reduction and resource recycling. 

(2) Ensure strict compliance with 
legislation and observe social and 
corporate ethical norms.

(3) Promote dialogue with
stakeholders.

We contribute to creating a society where 
affluence and sustainability are harmonized.

*Active Safety: The Showa Denko Group’s unique activities in which we analyze past 
accidents and troubles, and take measures to prevent their recurrence
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Our group has established the CSR Committee composed of the 

members of the Management Council, which serves as a framework 

to associate business measures with CSR. Under the CSR Committee, 

we established the Responsible Care Promotion Council, Risk 

Management Promotion Council, Human Rights/Corporate Ethics 

Promotion Council, and the IR Promotion Council. These councils plan 

and propose individual topics related to CSR as well as discuss matters 

to be presented to the CSR Committee.

In addition, the Group has a framework where the CSR Department, 

Environment & Safety Office , Quality Assurance Office , General 

Affairs & Human Resources Department, and the Public Relations 

Office assist each business division and workplace perform various 

CSR activities such as those for human rights, corporate ethics and 

compliance, risk management, Responsible Care and other matters as 

staff departments. 

The CSR Department functions as the secretariat of the CSR 

Committee, plans and summarizes basic policies and comprehensive 

measures regarding CSR. The department also collects CSR related 

information and supervises risk management in our group. We 

have established the Environment & Safety Office and the Quality 

The table below shows CSR plans and achievements for 2015 as well as CSR 

plans for 2016. Please see pages 38 and 39 for Responsible Care activities.

CSR promotion Framework

Assurance Office under the CSR Department in order to promote 

Responsible Care activities such as those for the environment, safety, 

and quality assurance. The General Affairs & Human Resources 

Department is responsible for human rights, corporate ethics and 

compliance, while the Public Relations Office is responsible for CSR 

communications and is engaged in proposing and implementing 

individual policies and measures.

CSR plans

◎ : Fully achieved (100%)    ○ : Achieved 80% or more    △ : Achieved less than 80%

Plans for 2015 Achievements in 2015 Evaluation Plans for 2016 　

Human rights • Promote human rights awareness among 
employees.

• The human rights education program was further 
expanded.

• A wide range of training opportunities were provided.

• The variety of educational content was broadened.

◯ • Promote human rights awareness among 
employees

Corporate ethics and 
compliance

• Make compliance and corporate ethics an 
integral part of daily work.

• The Corporate Ethics Month campaign was conducted 
at subsidiaries both in and outside Japan again during 
the year.

• Opportunities for corporate ethics education were 
increased.

◯ • Make compliance and corporate ethics an 
integral part of daily work.

• Respond quickly to all reports from whistle-
blowers received through the internal 
reporting system (Corporate Ethics Hotline)

• All reports received were dealt with quickly while 
due consideration was given to the protection of 
whistle-blowers.

◎
• Respond quickly to all reports from whistle-

blowers received through the internal 
reporting system (Corporate Ethics Hotline).

Risk management

• Conduct a risk inventory. • A risk inventory was conducted. ◎ • Conduct a risk inventory

• Tackling important common risks • Common risks were addressed. ◎ • Continue to address common risks.

• Continue to enhance earthquake resistance 
of facilities and buildings.

• Earthquake resistance measures were reviewed and 
improved. ◎ • Continue to enhance earthquake resistance 

of facilities and buildings.

Labor practices • Implement specific measures to promote 
diversity.

• The employment and training of female employees were 
promoted with a view to achieving the targeted number 
and percentage of female managers

• The employment of non-Japanese employees was 
promoted again during the year..

• Preparations for a workplace environment accessible by 
employees with physical and mental challenges were 
made to promote employment of such workers. 

◎ • Implement specific measures to promote 
diversity.

Fair business

practice and

customer care

• Increase the number of business partners 
subject to CSR procurement.

• Self-evaluation of business partners and CSR visits were 
conducted

• Business partners of four Group companies in Japan 
became subject to CSR procurement (self-evaluation was 
conducted at these business partners as well).

◯ • Increase the number of business partners 
subject to CSR procurement.

IR Promotion 
Council

Human Rights / 
Corporate Ethics

Promotion Council

Risk Management 
Promotion Council

Responsible Care 
Promotion Council

Staff departments.

Business Division and Workplace

CSR Department General Affairs & Human Resources 
Department

▶︎ CSR plans & achievements for 2014, and plans for 2015

CSR Committee

▶︎ CSR promotion Framework
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Messages from Outside Directors

Showa Denko is a company earnestly dedicated to CSR activities, 

particularly in the areas of safety and disaster prevention, occupational 

health and safety, and environmental conservation. At the Oita 

Petrochemical Complex and the Omachi Plant I visited, the staff 

were well aware of the potential accident and disaster risks and were 

working hard to mitigate them. I also felt that great efforts were being 

made to prepare for possible accidents and disasters by planning 

what to do to minimize the impact on surrounding communities 

should such an accident or disaster occur. However, eliminating every 

possibility of an accident or disaster requires tremendous efforts. 

The word “sustainability” is often used these days. To achieve 

sustainable development, companies need to change. Looking back 

at our history, we find that the company’s businesses underwent 

many changes prior to the establishment of the current business 

portfolio. To ensure the sustainable development of the company, 

we may need to visualize as much as possible what the sources of our 

long-term growth are and what we need to do to achieve long-term 

social contribution.

As an outside director, one of my important duties is to express my 

opinions from the viewpoint of the company’s role in society. I have 

consistently emphasized that companies must serve the public good. 

For companies, securing stable revenues is, needless to say, important. 

But what is essential is that each and every employee take action in 

While many companies consider CSR merely to be part of their 

public relations activities, I feel that Showa Denko’s efforts are more 

substantive. There is even a division that recycles used plastic, and 

from this it is apparent that the company’s CSR activities are not just 

a formality. Here is another example: when I visited a plant belonging 

to a Group company, I was introduced to three goats. They even had 

names: Yuki (“snow”)-chan for the white goat, Othello for the black-

and-white goat, and Choco-chan for the brown goat. Their mission is 

to eat weeds on the premises. I forgot to ask if employee ID cards had 

been issued for them, but this innovative, environmentally friendly 

idea of using the goats, rather than chemicals, to remove weeds 

symbolizes the company’s stance toward CSR.

When I visited another plant, the staff were well aware that they were 

handling hazardous materials and therefore exposed to risks, which 

made for a very tense working atmosphere. But even when the best 

possible measures are adopted and the greatest possible care is taken, 

it is still difficult to completely eliminate accidents. Safety data are 

reported at monthly meetings of the Board of Directors, and I have a 

real sense of the company’s strong determination to patiently keep 

working on the safety issue.

Take action that will lead to the sustainable development of society

Contributing to society through offering products with high added value

such a way as to ensure that the products and services offered by 

the company are useful in terms of the sustainable development of 

society.

In my view, achieving stable and socially responsible economic 

growth through proper corporate governance while also attaching 

importance to corporate qualitative roles and activities is what 

companies ought to do. I will stay high-spirited in fulfilling my role as 

an outside director.

Following a fatal accident that unfortunately occurred in the past, 

the parents of the employee who had died said at the funeral that 

if their son were reborn, he would want to work for Showa Denko 

again. When I read this in a newsletter, I was very moved. The warm 

message, rather than anger, expressed by the parents must have led 

many employees to pledge never to let a similar accident occur again.

The chemical industry forms part of the very foundation of society. 

I expect that everyone at the company is proud of the irreplaceable 

role the company plays in society, and that they will work together 

closely to offer products with high added value.

Outside Director

Tomofumi Akiyama

Audit & Supervisory (Outside Member)

Kiyomi Saito
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Major CSR Activities

Among 112 Eco Keeper-certified business sites*1 in Tochigi Prefecture, 

Showa Denko’s Oyama Plant received the excellence award given 

under the Marronnier ECO Enterprise Commendation Program*2 for 

the second consecutive year for its dedication to energy saving, waste 

reduction, social contribution, and other sustainability activities. 

The Oyama Plant will continue its efforts toward achieving its ISO 

14001 objectives—saving energy, reducing incineration waste, 

participating in environmental conservation activities organized 

by Oyama City, and implementing operations that are considered 

beneficial to the environment within each unit—in order to actively 

promote environmental conservation.

Showa Denko received the Tokyo Labor Bureau Director’s Award 

(gender equality category) in the FY 2015 Corporate Awards for the 

Promotion of Gender Equality and Work-Life Balance. The awarding 

ceremony was held in Tokyo on November 4 and organized by the 

Tokyo Labor Bureau. 

The award is given to companies that actively encourage women’s 

participation in the workplace through affirmative action measures. 

Showa Denko was recognized for its development of a system and 

various measures taken to actively promote affirmative action.

The Showa Denko Group has been pursuing “Management 

Respecting Employee Diversity” as an important component of its 

business strategy since 2008 and working to expand diversity under 

In July 2015, Showa Denko’s ammonia production process was 

authorized to carry an “Eco Mark” environmental label* under the Eco 

Mark program run by the Japan Environment Association. This was the 

first time in the world a production process had been so authorized.

The Eco Mark is an environmental label authorized for use to 

distinguish products and services that are recognized as having low 

environmental impacts throughout their life cycle from production 

to disposal and are therefore expected to prove useful in terms of 

environmental conservation. There had been no Eco Mark certification 

criteria for product production processes until those for “Ammonia 

Production Process through Recycling of Plastic Containers and 

Wrapping” were established on June 1, 2015, just before we became 

the first recipient of the certification under the criteria on July 17 the 

same year. The criteria cover the entire process from commercializing 

plastic container and packaging waste (used plastic) collected under 

the Act on the Promotion of Sorted Collection and Recycling of 

Containers and Packaging by employing a chemical recycling method 

(gasification), to the use of the product as a feedstock for ammonia 

production. 

Our ammonia production process also received the silver prize at the 

Eco Mark Award 2015 in January 2016.

Although ammonia is an industrial product, our production process 

uses used plastic waste collected from ordinary households, and the 

Eco Mark certification of the process is expected to communicate 

Showa Denko’s ammonia production process becomes the world’s first production process 
to receive Eco Mark certification

Oyama Plant awarded the excellence award under Tochigi Prefecture’s Marronnier ECO Enterprise 
Commendation Program

Showa Denko receives Tokyo Labor Bureau Director's Award for promoting gender equality from the 
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare

our efforts for resource circulation as well as to deepen consumers’ 

understanding of the significance of waste sorting.

*A Type I environmental label certifying the environmental advantageousness of the product/
service based on the ISO 14024 standard. The use of Type I environmental labels may be 
authorized only by third parties belonging to the Global Ecolabelling Network (GEN) (http://
www.globalecolabelling.net/).

two slogans: “Make the most of the potential of yourself” and “Make 

the most of the potential of others.”

Showa Denko’s efforts in terms of the system to promote affirmative 

action include the formation of the Women’s Participation Promotion 

Team within the Human 

Resources Office at the Head 

Office in January 2008 to 

develop career paths for female 

employees as well as the 

establishment of the Diversity 

Promotion Office in 2013 to take 

charge of diversity management.

It is usable only in Japan

Used plastic gasification facility

*1 Eco Keeper-certified business sites: To 
encourage businesses to introduce and 
implement their own voluntary global 
warming measures, Tochigi Prefecture 
awards “Eco Keeper ” cer t i f i ca t ion to 
business sites located in the prefecture 
t h a t  d e m o n s t r a t e  a n  o u t s t a n d i n g 
c o m m i t m e n t  t o  c o m b a t i n g  g l o b a l 
warming.

*2 The excellence award given under the Marronnier ECO Enterprise Commendation 
Program: The objective of this program is to commend business sites located in Tochigi 
Prefecture that demonstrate an outstanding commitment to environmental conservation 
and publicly share information about such commitment within the prefecture. The 
program is expected to help raise environmental conservation awareness at business sites 
in the prefecture and encourage them to make greater voluntary efforts to protect the 
environment.
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Interaction with Stakeholders

“Safety is the greatest contribution to the community.”

 (Local resident who joined a plant tour)

“I want the company to grow further and increase local employment.” 

(Local resident who joined a plant tour)

 “I have learned important things about working.”

 (High school student who participated in our work experience 

program)

Comments from stakeholders

Stakeholder communications

The Showa Denko Group wants to be a company that fulfills our social 

responsibilities for all stakeholders and a company that is trusted 

and appreciated by them. We will clarify our responsibilities for all 

stakeholders, understand their expectations and issues regarding 

our group through communication, and reflect the results in our 

corporate activities.

“I didn’t know much about products from other plants and 

departments. This tour today was a good opportunity for me to see 

actual products. 

(Employee who visited an exhibition during a family tour)

“I think my child understands a little more about what his father does 

and what the company does.”

 (Participant in a family tour)

▶︎ List of stakeholder communications

Basic concept Communication opportunity Communication tool

Customers
• We strive to ensure satisfaction with Group 

products and services, thereby securing our 
customers' patronage.

• Sales activities

• Trade shows

• Service center

• Plant tours and other opportunities

• Website

• News releases

• CSR reports

• Showa Denko reports

• Product brochures

• Safety Data Sheet

• Advertisements

Shareholders and

investors
• We strive to ensure satisfaction with Group 

performance and continued shareholding.

• Financial results and business briefings

• Shareholders’ meetings

• Plant tours

• Online conferences

• Seminars

• Other IR activities and other opportunities

• Financial results (summary)

• Financial statements

• Financial results presentation materials

• Annual reports

• Reports to shareholders

Business partners
• We strive to maintain mutually beneficial 

relationships based on trust in transactions 
with the Group.

• Purchasing activities

• CSR visits

• Self-evaluation and other opportunities

Local communities

and authorities

• We strive to ensure that local communities 
and authorities have confidence in the safety 
and stability of our operations.

• Plant tours

• RC community dialogues

• Environmental monitoring

• Experiment classes and other opportunities

• CSR site reports

• Plant newsletters

Local communities

and authorities

• We strive to provide rewarding worksites 
in which employees and their families can 
take pride.

• MBO (management by objective)

• Labor management consultations

• Family tours

• Group news (paper and web)

• Portal site on the intranet

Acceptance of internships
(Shiojiri Plant of Showa Denko Ceramics Co.,Ltd)

Family tour 
(Head Office of Showa Denko K.K.)

Plant tour for residents
(Kitakata Plant of Showa Denko K.K.)
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Basic policy

Showa Denko believes disclosure and investor relations play vital 

roles in deepening shareholder and investor understanding of 

our approach to various issues, including corporate management, 

business activities, and strategy, helping these stakeholders accurately 

assess our corporate value. Our information disclosure measures are 

based on the following policies:

Outline of the basic policies:

1. We seek to communicate proactively with shareholders and 

investors and to improve management transparency.

2. We strive to disclose information concerning Showa Denko in a 

clear, fair, timely, and accurate manner to deepen understanding of 

and trust in our company.

Activities in 2015

We communicated with shareholders and investors through various 

means as explained below.

Shareholder meetings

Showa Denko holds its regular general meeting of shareholders in late 

March every year. In 2015, in addition to invitations mailed out about 

three weeks before the meeting, we also published all the necessary 

details on our website to ensure shareholders had sufficient time to 

consider the agenda items. In order for more shareholders to exercise 

their voting rights, we enabled the shareholders who were not able 

to attend the meeting to exercise their votes by means of mail or the 

Internet. 

During the meeting, we explained the business outlook and 

the Medium-term Business Plan and answered questions from 

shareholders in as clear and intelligible manner as possible. We also 

provided a display space to introduce some of the Group’s products 

and technologies.

Communicating with institutional investors and shareholder

For institutional investors and securities analysts in Japan, in addition 

to meeting them individually upon request, we also held briefings 

and online conferences to explain financial results as well as meetings 

to keep them updated on the progress of the business plan and 

main businesses. In December 2015, when the new Medium-term 

Business Plan Project 2020+ was announced, we actively contacted 

institutional investors and securities analysts both in and outside 

Japan to explain the details of the plan. 

For institutional investors and shareholders outside Japan, financial 

results reports and other materials prepared in English were provided, 

while the president and/or members of the management team visited 

Europe, North America, and Asia several times during the year to 

explain in person the financial results and the business plan. 

For individual investors, 

we participated in events 

organized for individual 

investors, as part of which 

we held seminars on our 

businesses and business plan 

and exhibited our products.

Provision of IR information through our website

We kept shareholders and investors informed about pertinent 

information via our IR site, where we provide financial results as well 

as details of business activities and systems, including the corporate 

governance system. 

The information provided on the IR site included press releases, 

financial results summaries, and other materials disclosed in a timely 

manner; graphs of the main financial and performance indexes 

selected freely by each shareholder and investor; and real-time share 

price data. We also ensured that investors outside Japan were kept 

updated on our business via the English IR site, which has almost the 

same composition as the Japanese 

IR site, providing financial results 

summaries and other materials 

in English promptly after their 

disclosure.

Recognition of our IR activities

　Showa Denko was rated highly in the selection of Awards for 

Excellence in Corporate Disclosure by securities analysts of the 

Securities Analysts Association of Japan. Moreover, our IR site 

was named an excellent website by Nikko Investor Relations 

in its Website Quality Ranking and received the Internet IR 

Commendation Award from Daiwa Investor Relations and the 

bronze prize in the Gomez IR Site Ranking from Morningstar.

SRI indexes adopting Showa Denko

As of January 2016
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Materiality Assessment Process and Materiality Issues 

We assessed the materiality of each issue that may affect the 

sustainability of society from the perspectives of both the Group 

▶ Selecting Materiality

Significance to stakeholders
High

Significance to our company High

● The Environment ● Safety and disaster prevention ● Labor practices/Human rights
● Fair business practices ● Provide products and services  ● Consumer issues
● Organizational Governance ● Participation in Community Activities　　　● Others　　

・Issues that our stakeholders expect us to address were chosen with reference 
to the core subjects of ISO 26000 and the performance indicators of the 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
・ Issues that need to be addressed as a manufacturer and chemical company in 

the course of routine business activities were also listed.

・Higher-priority items were selected in the light of our Group’s management 
policies, medium-term consolidated business plan, annual plan, business 
operation system, corporate code of conduct, and guidelines. Consistency 
between our activities so far and  the core issues of  ISO26000 were also 
con�rmed.

・The materiality of each issue was analyzed from the Group and stakeholder 
perspective and the issues were prioritized.
・The materiality of each issue from the perspective of stakeholders was 

determined based on the results of a questionnaire given to stakeholders. 
・The materiality of each issue from the perspective of the Group was 

determined based on the impact of each issue on society and the company’s 
�nancial performance.

・After the opinions of concerned units were considered, the �nal decision on 
the selection of material issues was made at a CSR Committee meeting held 
in the �rst half of 2015.

Step1

Step2 

Step3 

Step4 

Listing issues to be 
investigated examined

Identifying Materiality

Prioritizing Materiality

Con�rming adequacy

・Issues that our stakeholders expect us to address were chosen with reference 
to the core subjects of ISO 26000 and the performance indicators of the 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
・ Issues that need to be addressed as a manufacturer and chemical company in 

the course of routine business activities were also listed.

・Higher-priority items were selected in the light of our Group’s management 
policies, medium-term consolidated business plan, annual plan, business 
operation system, corporate code of conduct, and guidelines. Consistency 
between our activities so far and  the core issues of  ISO26000 were also 
con�rmed.

・The materiality of each issue was analyzed from the Group and stakeholder 
perspective and the issues were prioritized.
・The materiality of each issue from the perspective of stakeholders was 

determined based on the results of a questionnaire given to stakeholders. 
・The materiality of each issue from the perspective of the Group was 

determined based on the impact of each issue on society and the company’s 
�nancial performance.

・After the opinions of concerned units were considered, the �nal decision on 
the selection of material issues was made at a CSR Committee meeting held 
in the �rst half of 2015.

Step1

Step2 

Step3 

Step4 

Listing issues to be 
investigated examined

Identifying Materiality

Prioritizing Materiality

Con�rming adequacy

and its stakeholders and narrowed them down to 14 material 

issues.

Materiality

Determining Materiality
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Relations between Materiality Issues, Contents of This Report and Major Stakeholders

The material issues selected are aligned with the Group’s medium- to 

long-term issues. 

The diagram below shows how each material issue of the Group listed 

in the left part is correlated to each medium- to long-term issue of the 

Group in the right part.

This diagram was also included in a Group newsletter to ensure that all 

employees across the Group understand the correlation.

Contributing to creating a society 
where a�uence and sustainability are 
harmonized

Provision of solutions for social issues

Reduction in the consumption of 
resources and energy, conservation of 
the global environment

Realization of zero accidents and disasters

Equipment safety, countermeasures against
large-scale disasters

Compliance with social and corporate 
ethical norms

Embracing and leveraging the 
potential of diversity

Maintenance of sound, e�ective and 
transparent management

Safety of chemicals, quality assurance

Provision of products, technologies and services
Social Contribution

Focus on sustainability

Contributing to local communities

Provision of products, 
technologies and services

Strengthening Responsible Care

Safe and stable operations

Safety and disaster prevention

Maintenance of product safety

Thorough risk management

Thorough compliance

Promotion of diversity

Enhancement of
corporate governance

The Environment

Safety and
disaster prevention*

Consumer issues

Fair business practices

Labor practices/Human rights

Corporate Governance

Corporate ethics*

Materiality
Core subjects addressed

in ISO26000 Medium- to long-term management issues

Participation in Community Activities

Prevention of Pollution

Use of sustainable resources

Measures to climate change

Equipment safty

Consumer Safety and Health Protection

Protection of intellectual property

Thorough corporate ethics

Occupational Health and Safety

Creating a comfortable workplace

Development of Human Resources

Decision-making process, structure

Access to Essential Services

The correlation between material issues and the Group’s medium- to long-term management issues

*The issues in italics are not included in 
the core subjects of ISO 26000, but are 
listed here because they are considered 
to be important to the Group. 

ISO26000 Materiality page Contents

Stakeholders

Custom
ers

Business partners

Em
ployees

Shareholders

Environm
ent

Local com
m

unities

Social 
Contribution

Provision of products, technologies and services P12-17 Introduction of businesses of the Group ● ● ● ● ● ●

Community involvement and development P56-57 Community involvement and development ●

Environment

Prevention of Pollution P44-45
Environmental considerations ; Atmosphere, water and soil/
Reducing Industrial Waste/Reducing Chemical Substance 
Discharge

● ●

Use of sustainable resources P40 Resource use and environmental impact ●

Measures to climate change P42-43 Global Warming Prevention Measures ● ●

Safety and 
Disaster 
Prevention

Equipment safety P46 Equipment safety ● ● ●

Customer issues
Consumer Safety and Health Protection P50-51 Chemical substance safty/

Quality assuranse ●

Access to Essential Services P47 Access to Essential Services ● ●

Fair Business 
Practice Protection of intellectual property P63-65 Fair Business Practice and Customer Care ● ●

Corporate Ethics Thorough corporate ethics P62 Corporate Ethics and Compliance ● ● ● ● ● ●

Human Rights
and
Labor Practices

Occupational Health and Safety P48-49 Occupational Health and Safety ●

Working Conditions, Social Protection, Complaint 
Settlement

P52-54 Human Rights/Diversity/
Creating a comfortable workplace ● ●

Development of Human Resources P55 Human resource development ●

Corporate 
Governance Decision-making process, structure P58-60 Corporate Governance ●

▶ Relations of contents and the main stakeholders




